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Abstract

The field of educational leadership in the United States faces serious challenges in the 21st century, including the shortage of principals and superintendents, the growing demands of leadership positions, the struggle for adequate resources, the increasing trend to seek leaders from outside of education, and the content and effectiveness of school leadership preparation and professional development. Although each of these challenges could be viewed as a separate issue that warrants sustained and serious attention, it is also important to point out their interdependencies. The challenges facing educational leadership are complex and interconnected. This article explores the challenges facing educational leadership from the position of university educational leadership preparation. The authors look inward and outward, seeking to understand the complex factors and interconnections that support and detract from quality leadership preparation. Moreover, the authors explore contexts in terms of the factors that produce them and their interdependencies with other issues and contexts.
Over the past 2 years, mounting national attention has focused on educational leadership. The U.S. Department of Education, the Annenberg Foundation, the Broad Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation of New York, Wallace Funds, state governors, educational officials, and the leaders of several national corporations have all expressed interest in the training and preparation of school leaders. Their focus on this issue has brought with it millions of dollars in research and program funding. For example, before he left office, President Clinton asked Congress to set aside $40 million in the FY 2001 budget for the professional development of current and prospective school leaders in what was called the School Leadership Initiative. Similarly, the Annenberg Foundation alone has spent more than $50 million on educational leadership issues. At the end of 2001, a figure close to $100,000,000 will have been invested in school leadership.

In addition, there has been increasing media attention on educational leadership. Newspapers such as Education Week and the more widely read New York Times and USA Today have not only covered broad leadership issues but have also focused specifically on leadership preparation and professional development. These articles have been, for the most part, critical of traditional university preparation of school and school system leaders and/or hopeful about the possibilities of alternative preparation programs. For example, in the fall of 2000, Education Week ran several articles focused on alternative preparation strategies. One focused on the Army War College. “The US Army War College has been training top military personnel for a century. Does it know something about leadership that educators don’t?” (Viadero, 2000, p. 33). A second article focused on a newly developed nonprofit organization, as indicated by the following: “New non-profit organization, similar to Teach for America, created to prepare individuals with leadership potential for principalships in urban schools, believes it can do the job better than universities” (Harris Bowman, 2000, p. 6). This organization was eventually awarded $5,000,000.

Another example of this renewed national focus on the preparation of school leaders was an article that appeared in the widely read educational magazine, the Kappan, in which Haller, Brent, and McNamara (1997) posed the question, “Does graduate training in educational administration improve America’s schools?” Given the complexity of this issue, their findings were inconclusive. Yet, their comments reached toward negative conclusions. In addition, in a later issue of the Kappan, which focused on school leadership, Gerald Tirozzi, the executive director of the National Association of Secondary School Principals, made the following statement:

> Not only is it difficult to attract qualified candidates, but the training candidates receive from administrator preparation programs is often inadequate, and ongoing professional development is episodic at best. Many university programs are not closely aligned with the instructional and real-world demands principals face. (Tirozzi, 2001, p. 437)
The above example is representative of the current popular opinion of university-based educational leadership preparation (i.e., that it is inadequate). As James Guthrie, the chairman of the educational leadership department at Vanderbilt University, and Ted Sanders, the chief executive of the Education Commission of the States, recently wrote,

Over the past quarter century, university preparation of educational administrators has fallen into a downward spiral dominated by low-prestige institutions, diploma mills, outmoded instruction and low expectations. Many of these sub-par training programs have virtually no entrance requirements, save an applicant’s ability to pay tuition. The doctor of education (Ed.D.) degrees they confer have lost their salience. In former times big-league education leaders tended to be graduates of institutions like Harvard, Yale, Duke or the University of Chicago. This is no longer true….Today’s conventionally prepared superintendent is more likely to have come from East Appalachia State, San Francisco State or literally hundreds of other public institutions that began as normal schools and politically bootstrapped themselves to graduate degree status. (Guthrie & Sanders, 2001, p. 46)

Although many practitioners and professors consider this essentialization of preparation programs an unfair overgeneralization, most agree that there are too many ineffective programs currently operating and have repeatedly called for drastic reform and restructuring of educational leadership preparation (see, for example, Achilles, 1990; Bridges, 1992; Capper, 1993; Culbertson & Henley, 1962; Lomotey, 1989; McCarthy & Kuh, 1997; Miklos & Ratsoy, 1992; Milstein, 1993; Murphy, 1992; Osterman, 1990; Parker & Shapiro, 1992; Wendel, 1992). Indeed, Murphy and Forsyth (1999) argued that “the desire to improve this profession is widespread” (p. 263).

The mounting attention, intense criticism, and calls for change are reminiscent of another, earlier period in the short history of educational leadership. Approximately 16 years ago, the public schools’ capacity to educate children and the universities’ ability to prepare school and school-system leaders were severely questioned (Griffiths, Stout, & Forsyth, 1988). In response, a blue-ribbon commission was established to study and create a blueprint for change that would revitalize the preparation of educational leaders and take the profession into the next century (Forsyth, 1999). This National Commission on Excellence in Educational Administration (NCEEA) forwarded eight recommendations calling for the redefinition of educational leadership; the establishment of a national board to shape policy related to school administration; the modeling of administrator preparation programs after other professional schools; a reduction in the number of preparation programs; the increased recruitment, preparation, and placement of ethnic minorities and women; the establishment of partnerships with the public schools in the preparation of school administrators; increased emphasis on professional development or practicing administrators; increased emphasis on
professional development for practicing administrators; and reform of licensure and certification. (Forsyth, 1999, p. 75; see also Griffiths et al., 1988)

These recommendations influenced thinking about school leadership and gained widespread endorsement. Indeed, in the years following the NCEEA’s work, the Danforth Foundation launched a major initiative to support innovative principal preparation programs, the National Policy Board in Educational Administration was created, and, across the nation, states engaged in efforts to strengthen standards designed to ensure the quality of administrator training. However, as Forsyth (1999) pointed out, “few [of the commission’s goals] have been unambiguously achieved” (p. 76). There are complex reasons for this, some which we will discuss below. What is important to point out here, though, is that over the past decade, leaders in the field and the professoriate have responded to the need for change in educational leadership preparation and practice proactively.

SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE REQUIRES COLLABORATION

Although the attention that the U.S. educational leadership field, in particular university preparation programs, currently is receiving is primarily critical in nature, this national attention presents a tremendous opportunity for positive and substantive change. We have before us an opportunity to critically examine and generatively discuss the complex factors and interconnections that support and detract from quality leadership preparation. It is an opportunity to design recommendations for supporting positive, substantive change in educational leadership preparation. Moreover, it is an opportunity to which we must commit ourselves.

It is our position that key to the success of any effort to positively and substantively change the preparation of school and school-system leaders is a commitment among stakeholders to finding common ground and working interdependently toward the realization of mutually agreed-on goals. No single organization, group, or individual can create the kind of changes for leadership preparation that our nation’s children need and deserve.

The challenges that face educational leadership preparation are multifaceted and complex. Neither reactionary behavior, such as caustic remarks or finger pointing, nor well-intentioned but ill-guided policy interventions, such as alternative certification, will “fix” educational leadership preparation. There are no simple solutions, no quick fixes. Even national standards cannot, in and of themselves, improve the preparation and professional development of educational leaders. Rather, our approach to supporting positive change must be comprehensive and indicative of the interdependent nature of our work and our actions. Indeed, as a field we must understand that, with regard to leadership preparation and practice, we are interdependent. What we do in our work as individuals, groups, and organizations affects educational leadership preparation and practice. And just as we are all implicated in the current state of leadership preparation, we are collectively responsible for its future.
One illustration of the ways in which both the educational leadership profession’s problems and their solutions are complex and interdependent is the criticism that has been made about the selection process for students entering university preparation programs in departments of educational leadership. Some observers believe that this is a significant problem with the quality of candidates and leaders in America’s schools (Creighton & Jones, 2001). Because it is educational leadership programs that admit individuals to their programs, many critics effortlessly locate issues of student intention, quality, and competence within program standards and screening. Unfortunately, this issue is not so straightforward. Who applies and is admitted into educational leadership programs is affected by a large number of factors and influenced by a variety of stakeholders other than the educational administration programs themselves (Creighton & Jones, 2001; McCarthy, 1999a, 1999b; Norton, 1994). For example, who applies is generally affected by individual decisions and goals; encouragement from a mentor or colleague; program location; number of hours required to complete the program; financial cost of completing the program; recommendations from professional associations, colleagues, mentors, and family members; graduate school entry standards; program entrance standards; program recruitment strategies; administrative internship requirements; program difficulty; and program quality (Norton, 1994). Who is admitted may be affected by who applies as well as by graduate school and program entrance standards, the rigor and thoroughness of the program’s entry process, the size and quality of the applicant pool, state licensure mandates, and student enrollment numbers (McCarthy, 1999a).

Although the admissions standards of some educational leadership programs are woefully inadequate and deserve criticism, and although increasing the selectivity of entrance criteria nationwide might address the issue of student quality, this solution, alone, is inadequate. Program standards do not (directly) affect any of the following: individual decisions and goals; encouragement received; program location; number of hours required to complete the program; financial costs; recommendations from professional associations, colleagues, mentors, and family members; graduate school entry standards; program recruitment strategies; administrative internship requirements; program difficulty; program quality; size and quality of the applicant pool; state licensure mandates; and student enrollment numbers. Comprehensively addressing the issues of who applies and is admitted to preparation programs will require collaboration between universities, practitioners, professional organizations, state licensing agencies, and state legislatures, among others.

Collaboration is thus a necessary ingredient for the improvement of preparation programs. The students who apply and are admitted to preparation programs constitute only one of the interdependent issues affecting school leadership preparation that will require a planned, collective response. Others include program content, program development, program delivery, and program resources, to name only a few. To this end, various professional organizations, state and federal agencies, university professors, higher education organizations, foundations, and practitioners have expressed commitments to the improvement of leadership preparation. Many have exhibited a longstanding engagement in improvement efforts.
Associations have devoted their energies and funds; state governments, national consortia, foundations, study panels, and countless groups of professional school faculty and practitioners have thought about the leverage points that might be used to stimulate improvement in preparation; and all of these have mounted reform initiatives. (Murphy & Forsyth, 1999, p. 263)

Unfortunately, few of these initiatives have been joint endeavors. Again, the success of any effort to positively and substantively improve the preparation of educational leaders will depend on commitment among key stakeholders to collaborate. It is important that we capitalize on the current, extraordinary high level of national interest in improving leadership preparation and practice by making a well-planned, collective effort.

We have in our grasp an opportunity to build a future in which leaders are prepared to support the education and success of all children. To do this, however, we must focus and use our resources to support program efforts and research that move us in this direction. Efforts such as that proposed through the development of the National Commission for the Advancement of Educational Leadership Preparation embody this opportunity and have the potential to play an important role in this critical effort.

CURRENT CONTEXT PRESENTS CHALLENGE FOR LEADERSHIP PREPARATION

Intense criticism has been focused on educational leadership preparation programs for the past few decades, yet little effort or importance has been dedicated to a comprehensive analysis or discussion of these criticisms and/or their targets. Although there have been many attempts to capture the landscape of leadership preparation and to document both progress and shortcomings in the field, we have not seen an analysis that places preparation within its complex and overlapping environments and then seeks to understand and analyze the factors that support and detract from a program’s ability to provide quality leadership preparation. If it is the case, as Guthrie and Sanders (2001) claimed, that university preparation is in a downward spiral, it seems that a broad examination of the causes of or explanations for such a decline would be in order. More important, if we are to improve the preparation of educational leaders, then we must also understand why some programs are having a difficult time providing quality preparation experiences.

Although it is often the case that rhetoric outstrips reality in the area of program reform, many educational leadership programs across the nation have engaged in program improvement efforts. Yet, some faculty report that their efforts have, at worst, failed or been thwarted and, at best, received little support or recognition. In the above paragraphs, we have alluded to some of the complex factors affecting educational leadership preparation. These factors also include the following:

- institutional support for educational leadership programs,
- faculty professional development,
• increased numbers of preparation programs,
• pool of capable and diverse applicants,
• ongoing program enhancement,
• program content,
• licensure and accreditation, and
• focus of the profession.

These factors, which are discussed below, do not adequately capture all of those affecting university preparation programs. They do, however, draw attention to some of the most exigent concerns.

Institutional Support for Educational Leadership Programs

It is not uncommon for high-ranking university officials to know very little about their educational leadership preparation programs. The loose coupling of organizations such as universities, particularly the modern research university, makes it difficult for university leaders to be familiar with more than a few of the programs in each of their colleges. This is problematic for a number of reasons, all of which are related to institutional support.

First, when university administrators know little about their educational administration programs, they also may know very little about the resource needs of that program. For example, as educational administration programs seek to build a closer and more substantive relationship between theory, the findings of research, and practice, many are developing closer ties to the field. In their efforts to develop stronger ties, programs are seeking to hire more faculty members with administrative experience, to build intensive and longitudinal internship experiences, to provide training in field-based settings, and to conduct applied research (McCarthy, 1999b; Murphy, 1999a; Shakeshaft, 1999). In addition, as programs seek to become more focused on student outcomes, many are dedicating more time to and collaborating with colleagues on devising growth plans for individual students, advising students, monitoring student progress, team-teaching courses, and observing students in their schools (Shakeshaft, 1999). Each of these efforts requires an increase in program resources.

For these changes in program focus and program delivery to be effective, programs will require increased resources and changes in university norms for promotion and tenure. With regard to the latter, the inclusion of more faculty members with practical orientations necessitates changes in how entry level salaries and professorial status (i.e., assistant, associate, or full professor) are determined. The presence of more faculty members with practical expertise and the changes in program orientations toward the field will also require a reconsideration of typical promotion and tenure criteria (e.g., 20% service, 40% research, 40% teaching). Moreover, as program orientations shift toward the field, more faculty time must be dedicated to field supervision, student advising and monitoring, and faculty planning and coordination, among other activities. If these changes are to be made in a meaningful and sustainable
way, most programs will require an expansion of the number and type of their faculty and/or modified teaching loads for their faculty.

Unfortunately, although some university leaders appear receptive to the idea of developing new types of partnerships between the academy and schools, few are willing to adjust their reward systems to ensure the development of meaningful relationships or the delivery of substantive services. For example, “there is little evidence that institutions of higher education are embracing an expanded definition of research. . . . Academe has always valued discovery more than the application of knowledge” (McCarthy, 1999b, p. 205). Moreover, few universities value team teaching or supervision of field-based internships when calculating faculty load. And instead of increasing faculty lines, many programs are experiencing reductions in faculty lines that are not being offset by new hires. Consequently, these hopeful shifts in preparation programs may disadvantage faculty in terms of promotion, tenure, and annual reviews (McCarthy, 1999b; Murphy & Forsyth, 1999).

Indeed, if faculty do focus on activities that run counter to institutional norms, they simply will not survive in academe. If this happens, the pendulum might then swing back, with the emphasis on field connections diminishing and units seeking scholars with strong research records in traditionally valued areas (McCarthy, 1999b, p. 205).

A related form of institutional support is that of status. Although educational administration programs are typically not well-known to the larger university community, this is not the case within colleges of education. Regrettably, over time many educational administration programs have slipped from positions as programs that were held in high regard to programs that are considered notorious for their traditional orientations and resistance to change (Murphy, 1999a). Unfortunately, high-quality and substandard programs alike are frequently affected by this characterization. Thus, those programs that are increasing their quality and focusing on change and improvement often fail to receive the recognition, commendation, or support that they deserve. This is significant. In the field of educational administration, it is important to have the support and respect of the dean and the larger college community. Support or lack thereof affects how students (both in the teaching and administrative field) in the college feel about educational leadership in general and how practitioners in the field feel about the quality of the training they can receive at a given university.

Faculty Professional Development

As noted above, the lack of visibility of educational administration programs at the university level does not bode well for garnering the resources needed for effective program change and continual development. This is particularly true in those states that have experienced decreasing state support for higher education. In these states, tighter budgets have translated into reduced resources for faculty professional development. Indeed, in recent years there has been a constriction in resources allocated to faculty professional development (Murphy, 1999a).
Resources and opportunities for faculty professional development are scarce. Most faculty members receive their professional development either at conferences or through reading on their own (McCarthy, 1999a). The quality of these opportunities and their relevance to the changes faculty are making (or need to make) in their programs, however, is unknown. According to Murphy (1999a),

> With a few distinct exceptions, nearly all of the professional development opportunities were individualistic in nature. . . . Very little of it seemed to be organizationally anchored . . . [and] with a few clear examples, very few of the professional development experiences were linked to the continuous work of building stronger educational administration programs—the type of improvement work that is at the heart of professional development for school-based educators. (p. 182)

Professional growth opportunities that support program changes such as the development of partnerships with schools would be valuable at this juncture. Furthermore, opportunities for faculty members to share experiences with program changes across universities would go a long way in the planning and implementation of program enhancement efforts.

A promising development in the area of professional development is the growth of professional groups dedicated to teaching in educational administration and program reform. For example, several interest groups have developed over the past year that highlight program content and instructional strategies. These groups include Teaching in Educational Administration, Leaders for Social Justice, a University Council for Educational Administration (UCEA) special interest group on the Information Environment for School Leader Preparation project, several UCEA program centers, and an American Educational Research Association (AERA) special interest group on problem-based learning. In addition, a number of national networks of program reforms have been developed and supported by the Danforth Foundation. These developments reflect the renewed commitment to the practical facet of the profession and the strong sense of change valued by many educational administration faculty.

Increased Numbers of Preparation Programs

The argument that increased competition from private and nonprofit alternative certification programs will force university preparation programs to improve, in our current context, is misleading. The idea here is that those seeking licensure in educational leadership, being critical consumers, will choose a program that they believe will best prepare them for school or school-system leadership. As is the case in parental choice of schooling, selection of programs by consumers is rarely based on valid measures of quality.
We would like to illustrate this point with an example. Since Hofstra University began restructuring and improving its program in the late 1980s, it has experienced a decline in enrollments. The increased demands of the Hofstra program and its use of sequenced courses, among other things, resulted in a smaller (though certainly more serious) pool of students interested in their program.

Although the faculty is not unhappy that we have a more serious—if smaller—student body, others within the university are not as enthused as we are with this change. Thus, we have come in for criticism and have lost a tenure-track position from the department. (Shakeshaft, 1999, p. 242)

Educational administration programs have historically attracted large numbers of students and generated a large amount of revenue for their universities (McCarthy, 1999a). However, as programs increase their standards and improve, they often find that their student enrollments decrease. “Balancing market requirements of the university with the educational goals of the faculty is a difficult and potentially dangerous activity” (Shakeshaft, 1999, p. 242).  

Furthermore, increasing competition in the current context is not causing programs to offer the best there is to offer. In fact, it is currently having the opposite effect on many preparation programs. Students seeking licensure in school administration appear “unwilling to devote adequate time and effort to their preparation” (Murphy & Forsyth, 1999, p. 22). As a result, the fastest, easiest, and cheapest programs are emerging as major players in states across the nation. This has resulted in a decrease in entrance requirements, a decrease in courses and program hours, and, in some cases, a decreased focus on or absence of the internship (Creighton & Jones, 2001; McCarthy, 1999a; Norton, 1994).

Nonetheless, the argument for increasing competition has dominated recent discourse. For example, as the School Administrators of Iowa (SAI) Association (1997) argued, “We see becoming a competitor as perhaps the best way to get the attention of the universities as well as to meet immediate needs and overcome identified barriers such as cost, accessibility, and quality of programs” (p. 1). Comments like this are troublesome, not only because they create the notion that a new program is necessarily a better program but also because they insinuate that competition is the only way to get universities to improve. More important, however, comments such as this one leave little or no room for collaboration and no sense of collective responsibility.

Perhaps if there were widespread commitment to providing quality programs, then increasing competition might serve to push programs to continually improve. However, the commitment to quality, like the quality of programs in general, is variable. It is naïve to imagine that competition alone would ensure the improvement of educational leadership preparation. As noted previously, a problem as formidable and complex as this will require a major change or restructuring that extends beyond the boundaries of a preparation program.
Pool of Capable and Diverse Applicants

A study sponsored by the National Association of Elementary School Principals and the National Association of Secondary School Principals reported a steadily growing shortage of school leaders, particularly at the secondary level (Houston, 1998). This shortage, according to some, could seriously hinder our school system’s ability to provide educational opportunities that meet the needs of its citizens in the 21st century (SAI, 1998). Reasons proposed for the administrator shortage include but are not limited to the following:

- expanded expectations, responsibilities, and stressful conditions for school and school-system leaders;
- inadequate training;
- insufficient salaries and fringe benefits; and
- a lack of general awareness of the positive aspects of administration.

Educational leadership preparation programs have also increasingly reported a shortage of qualified applicants. The reasons for this particular shortage may parallel those identified above. They may also be related to a number of other factors. Two examples are the proliferation of leadership preparation programs and the tremendous growth of individual leadership programs. As noted previously, there has been a recent explosion of new administrative preparation programs both in and outside of university leadership preparation. In addition, the size of many programs has increased substantially. Some programs that 5 years ago prepared about 30 school leaders now prepare close to 300 students for school leadership. An increase in both the number and size of programs, during a time when fewer educators are deciding to pursue a career in leadership, is likely to contribute to a program’s difficulty in attracting quality students.3

Of course, part of the difficulty of finding a capable and diverse student body is related to the way that programs recruit and select their student bodies (Creighton & Jones, 2001). Many programs do very little recruiting, relying instead on word-of-mouth discussions of programs by current students and graduates or geography. These methods, however, will do little more than attract the same kinds of students that most programs already serve. In contrast, programs need to actively recruit the types of individuals they and the communities they serve agree should be prepared to lead educational organizations. Recommendations for doing this have included direct mail campaigns and working directly with practicing educational leaders to identify individuals with the agreed-on qualities and characteristics.

A number of programs do work with public school leaders to recruit quality candidates, and some have found this relationship to be very helpful; others have encountered more difficulty. For example, Shakeshaft (1999) reported that “most administrators in our geographic area (unless they are Hofstra graduates) are unwilling to nominate or give us names of possible student recruits on the grounds that to do so is unethical and unfair to other administrative certification programs” (p. 241).
Ongoing Program Enhancement

There is much concern about the job expectations for the positions of principal and superintendent. As indicated previously, it is argued that, as currently structured, these positions are almost impossible to do successfully. In response to this concern, associations, individuals, and a number of university professors have discussed the need to restructure the role of the superintendent and the principalship (Brunner, Grogan, & Björk, 2002; Crow & Glascock, 1995; Ferrandino, 2001). Of course, defining the leader of the future will be a continual process as contexts continually change. Likewise, the preparation of school leaders must also change (Grogan & Andrews, 2002 [this issue]).

The questions that are frequently asked are, Will educational leadership preparation programs change? Can educational leadership programs change? According to McCarthy (1999b), the odds do not look promising. She wrote, “Congeniality and complacency are woven into educational administration programs and the majority of faculty do not perceive a need for the radical changes that would bring about a transformation in leadership preparation” (p. 209). However, after reviewing a number of changes in preparation programs, Murphy and Forsyth (1999) indicated that complacency may be on the decline. Indeed, Murphy (1999a) found that the complacency reported by McCarthy (1999a, 1999b) and McCarthy and Kuh (1997) is being “challenged as older members of the professoriate retire and new faculty begin to assume the reins of the profession” (p. 175). He explained that this may be attributable to the “influx of more women professors and more faculty members who are joining the professoriate from practice. There certainly appears to be more agitation for program improvement” (p. 175).

Nonetheless, it is important to consider the factors that might be contributing to lingering complacency in the field. For example, faculty enter educational administration programs with program structures and courses in place. Indeed, in many programs, the structures predate most if not all of the faculty members, creating a normative understanding of “the way things work around here.” In addition, program content and specialty areas were, by and large, borrowed from technical areas already existing within universities (Murphy & Forsyth, 1999). Because these structures (e.g., evening courses held during the work week, courses offered during the university fall and spring semesters, courses held on the university campus, courses focused on traditional disciplines) and the maintenance of the status quo tend to serve the faculty and staff more so than the students, few faculty members are in a position to question such structures.

Moreover, because universities generally do not support team teaching in calculating faculty load or recognize the added time and resources that structural improvements, content changes, and additional contributions to student learning would require, these changes involve commitments from faculty members that go well beyond the responsibilities of their jobs. Although those involved in the changes are likely to feel more satisfied with their work
and believe they are better serving their students, they will also be overworked and their work may go unrecognized
and unrewarded within their own institutions.

Regardless, some faculty members have questioned traditional structures, and they have responded to the need for
program improvement with extraordinary commitment. It has happened at Hofstra; the University of Miami–Ohio;
Harvard; Fordham University; the University of Utah; Wichita State University; the University of California,
Berkeley; the University of Missouri–Columbia; and the University of San Diego, among others. Hofstra faculty
began to focus their programs and delivery around the needs of their students. They began scheduling classes

at times more convenient for students than for faculty members—weekends, summer, earlier, later, January….increased the amount of time that we spend in classes and in advisement…hold extra
class meetings, we set up school-site projects that take considerable planning and implementation
time, and we read and respond to work as many times as it takes for the student to get it to a
professional level. We visit students in their schools, we try to help them find jobs…. [We] rotate
the teaching of these courses so that no professor would “own a course.”…Although we have
shared classes or team-taught them, it has taken a lot out of those who have done it, requiring them
to learn new areas. (Shakeshaft, 1999, pp. 244-245)

Hofstra faculty also use cohorts, which they call learning communities, and have completely restructured their
content. They have been intimately engaged in program restructuring efforts. Yet, in reflecting on the decade of
reform following the work of the NCEEA, Shakeshaft (1999) reported mixed feelings about her program’s efforts.
After “a decade packed with meetings, curriculum discussions, shared ideas, strategies, and program
tinkering…[we] have no way to gauge whether or not all of our extra work is worth the effort we expend” (pp. 237,
245).

Shakeshaft (1999) identified a common problem and a key barrier to program improvement. We do not have a lot of
reliable data on which to base our program enhancement efforts. Although many program faculty now collect data
on how students are progressing through their programs and whether or not students are meeting the criteria that
guide their programs, these forms of evaluation do not reveal how well students will perform once they are in the
field. We have yet to develop a method for determining whether or not the graduates of educational leadership
programs will be successful. Until we have a process for determining whether or not educational leadership
preparation has any of the impacts that we hope for them, it is not likely that we will have adequate information to
engage in effective program development. And without evidence of success, faculty members may not be willing to
sustain the extra work many program reforms require.
The disconnect between what is taught in many university preparation programs and what practitioners need to be able to do in their schools and school districts is frequently cited among stakeholders in educational leadership preparation (Cambron-McCabe, 1999). “At the dawn of this millennium, the challenges for secondary schools in the United States include principals trained to be managers rather than instructional leaders, and a dramatic shortage of qualified candidates willing to take on the principalship” (Tirozzi, 2001, p. 435). It is our belief that this criticism is related to the concern raised by Shakeshaft (1999) that we do not have reliable data on which to base our programmatic efforts. There is certain to be a disconnect, regardless of how well a program’s content is aligned to national standards, if faculty have no way of accurately measuring how well they are preparing leaders for the field. Many programs have tried to overcome this barrier by creating practitioner advisory boards, having students create portfolios reflecting their growth, and sending out surveys to graduates and their employers a year or more after the graduates were licensed. However, this type of data has been considered inadequate (e.g., not comprehensive enough, not rigorous enough) for the purposes of program evaluation and change.

Nonetheless, and as noted above, programs are engaging in improvement efforts, and there is a concerted push to increase focus on the practice dimension of the profession. To illustrate, in 1996, Murphy (1999a) surveyed the chairs of educational administration programs about program change. These leaders reported change in recruitment, selection, monitoring/assessing progress, clinical experiences, program content, pedagogy, practitioner involvement in delivery, mix of students, and departmental mission/agenda. Most of the changes aligned with the recommendations of the NCEEA (1987) and the National Policy Board (1989), both of which advocated a closer relationship with practice. Many also addressed criticisms that traditional principal preparation programs offered by colleges and universities are disconnected from the daily realities and needs of schools. Principal training seldom is anchored in hands-on leadership experience in real schools, where principals-in-training might learn valuable lessons in shaping instructional practice, sharing and delegating authority, nurturing leadership ability among school faculty and staff, and exercising community and visionary leadership. (Institute for Educational Leadership, 2000, p. 9)

Several other indicators point to an increasing focus on the practice of school leadership. For example, in the 1990s, educational administration programs hired more faculty members with administrative experience, “reflecting a change in views toward the value of such experience” (McCarthy, 1999b, p. 202). More programs are questioning the appropriateness of the dissertation as a capstone experience for those preparing for leadership positions (Shakeshaft, 1999). In addition, if one considers the research presented at UCEA’s and AERA’s annual conventions over the past 10 years, one will find that more researchers are focusing their work on teaching, learning, and social justice; more are attempting to link theory to practice; and more faculty members are writing about the preparation
of school administrators. Finally, Murphy (1999a) found that program change and development was a consistent theme in the educational leadership programs he surveyed.

In some cases, this was reflected in the revision of courses to make them more current or to bring them into line with emerging reform themes. More often, it was seen in more molar changes, that is, more comprehensive overhaul of programs. (Murphy, 1999a, p. 179)

Yet, although there have been certain improvements in the preparation of school leaders over the past decade, it is not yet possible to determine how widespread these initiatives are, and the effects of these initiatives need to be evaluated to determine if they are supporting high-quality preparation of educational leaders.

Licensure and Accreditation

Perhaps the most profound influence on educational administration preparation programs in recent years has been state licensure agencies. According to McCarthy (1999a), “The initial growth of university programs was precipitated by such licensure requirements. State governments have preferred to monitor individuals through licenses, which in turn influences the content of preparation programs, rather than by imposing mandates directly on universities” (p. 120). At least half of the states in the United States currently have licensure requirements for school and school-system leaders. However, over the past year, a number of states have weakened their licensure requirements (e.g., Virginia recently decided that one did not require an administrative internship to qualify for licensure as a school or district leader). At the 2000 National Council of Professors of Educational Administration (NCPEA) conference, Cecil Miskel argued that there was a strong link between weakening state licensure requirements and the ability of educational leadership programs to prepare effective leaders. He argued that quality state licensure requirements are necessary to ensure that all programs adequately prepare school and school-system leaders.

State licensure can play an important function in ensuring that only well-prepared and qualified individuals are provided licenses to lead. Some question, however, whether or not increased state control (or “the regulation of the profession by noneducators”) is a wise move (Horn, 2001, p. 2). In describing the situation in Texas, Horn (2001) argued that accountability severely limits preparation program autonomy. Specifically, he argued that program decisions are often made and constrained by the state licensure exam students will take rather than by what professors, practicing administrators, and leadership scholarship indicate comprises quality preparation. Horn, similar to other critics of standardized measures, expressed skepticism about the ability of a one-point-in-time pencil-and-paper examination to accurately measure one’s ability to lead.

Part of Horn’s (2001) skepticism may be based on the fact that “regulatory agencies make the basic policy decisions, and the educational preparation programs must react to them…higher education professors and administrators have
minimal participation” (p. 2). The lack of participation of professors in setting policy on leadership licensure is reflective of the professoriate’s lack of participation in state and national conversations about leadership preparation in general. Although professors discuss and debate preparation approaches and standards at higher education meetings, such as the AERA, UCEA, and NCPEA conventions, few have been involved in national discussions on leadership and leadership preparation (Olson, 2000). Professors of school leadership can be important resources for information on the state of school leadership and school leadership preparation. After all, it is their life work, their area of specialization. Yet, university professors, by and large, are not the preferred sources for information and advice on school leadership policy and discourse (McCarthy, 1999a). Moreover, “many educational leadership professors are still operating as they were taught 30 years ago that school leaders should not be politically active or involved. Thus, they are hesitant to be proactive on any issue that has political overtones” (Shipman, 2001, p. 11). According to Shipman (2001), licensure and certification agencies provide opportunities for those affected to influence policy making and to make implementation decisions within their own environments.

In many states, licensure mandates have been strongly influenced by a set of standards created by the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC). Quite recently, these standards have been incorporated into state and national accreditation. Close to 40 states in the nation are either members of the ISLLC or have adopted the ISLLC standards for school leadership (Murphy, 2001). These standards are typically used by state agencies to guide their review and accreditation of university leadership preparation. Similarly, the Educational Leadership Licensure Consortium, which performs educational leadership program reviews for the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), has recently adopted the ISLLC standards for their use. Some program leaders see the growing uniformity of program standards as a positive development. Many programs are reviewed by several different agencies and organizations (e.g., NCATE, Teacher Education Accreditation Council [TEAC], state departments, Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, and the North Central Association). Thus, having a single set of standards is considered a helpful development. Some skepticism remains, however. Specifically, the ISLLC standards themselves have been questioned and debated with regard to their comprehensiveness and their appropriateness for all levels of educational leadership, and the implementation of the standards through program review has been criticized (English, 2001).

Focus of the Profession

In an invited address at the 1999 AERA meeting in Montreal, Murphy (1999b) called for a “new center of gravity” for educational administration. Murphy suggested three themes that could serve as centers: democratic schooling, school improvement, and social justice. We believe that the profession need not choose among these three because at the core of each are the children we are charged with educating and nurturing. We must have as a foundation for all of our actions a commitment to the development of leaders who can lead schools that are high performing for all children, regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, class, and so on. As a profession, we have historically failed millions of children. It is time that we refocus our efforts on the true center of our profession: children.
Centering our profession and our work on children, their education, and their development may seem too obvious, and yet many have argued that as a profession we appear to have lost sight of this purpose (Achilles & Mitchell, 2001; Cambron-McCabe 1999). The way our schools are organized, the way our teachers practice, the way our leaders supervise their faculty, and the way our teachers and leaders are prepared must all focus on the essence of our responsibility: to ensure that all children learn at high levels. According to Cambron-McCabe (1999), recognizing children as the center of our profession would mean drastic changes for our profession. With regard to leadership preparation, it would mean that the skills and knowledge administrators need to redesign schools for widespread student success are vastly different from the program content and understandings provided by most of today’s educational administration programs. More broadly, centering our profession on children and their learning will require that all educational stakeholders think and act differently than we have in the past.

ADDRESSING THE IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN THE CURRENT AND FUTURE CONTEXT

We have reached the point where the first duty of intelligent men [sic] is to restate the obvious.

–George Orwell

To this point, we have made the case that a thorough and comprehensive examination of leadership preparation programs in their current context is appropriate and necessary. A number of complex factors have left many university programs in precarious positions. However, the rhetoric of dissatisfaction typically smoothes over or ignores these factors and/or oversimplifies the limitations of leadership preparation programs to produce the quantity and quality of leaders needed for today’s schools. We understand the need for change; the need for change is not at issue here. Our concern is that the approach we take to reform be informed, comprehensive, and represent a collective effort.

Unfortunately, many current proposals and approaches (e.g., competition, state control, etc.) to the “leadership crisis” are narrow, ill informed, and will not address the issue in a holistic or systematic fashion (Young & Petersen, 2000). In commenting on the discourse of competition, for example, Murphy (1999b) noted, “Contrary to economic theory, there appears to be a widespread feeling that this ‘competition’ is lowering standards across educational administration programs in general and in the traditional quality institutions in particular” (p. 33). The history of educational administration is full of attempts to redesign administrator preparation programs (Björk & Ginsberg, 1995; Forsyth, 1992, 1999; Griffiths et al., 1988; Jacobson, Emihovich, Helfrich, Petrie, & Stevenson, 1998; McCarthy, Kuh, Newell, & Iacona, 1988; Murphy, 1992, 1993, 1999a; Pitner, 1988; Short, 1997). Some have been more successful than others (Björk & Ginsberg, 1995), but few if any have reflected the interdependence and comprehensiveness that substantive change will require.
Part of the dilemma we face may be a result of the lack of a shared vision (Forsyth, 1992), common scaffolding (Murphy, 1999b), or clear working assumptions that inform the work of educational leadership faculty (Cambron-McCabe, 1999) and other educational stakeholders. These lacks not only make it difficult to respond collectively, they also make evident the need for stakeholders in leadership preparation to come together in an effort to develop shared understandings and common goals with regard to the future of leadership preparation.

We are well aware that the preparation and development of school leaders is a special kind of business. Although there are a variety of programs and settings, most would agree that the underlying goal and orientation of leader preparation is the development of competent, compassionate, and pedagogically oriented leaders committed to the successful education of every child. The call for a refocusing of the preparation of school administrators by Boyd (1983) is even more appropriate today than it was 18 years ago. “School management and the preparation of school administrators need to be vigorously redirected toward the enhancement of the outcomes of schooling for children” (p. 4). Education is the single common ground and hope left in an increasingly splintered society, and the success of children is at the very center of the leadership profession. What has become increasingly evident in the last 30 years of the 20th century, however, is that school leaders cannot ensure the success of all children alone; likewise, the preparation of educational leaders must be approached collaboratively. University-based preparation programs, professional organizations, and field-based practitioners need each other to achieve this goal. Yet, universities, professional organizations, policy makers, school administrators, and the private sector have not employed their collective potential to improve the profession of school administration.

THE LEAGUE

Given the numerous calls for reform, the question remains, “If we have not instituted significant reforms over a decade how can we expect substantive changes in the near future?” (Clark, 1999, p. 235). In this section, we offer the metaphor of a league as a conceptual framework for a new approach in the preparation of educational leaders. Metaphors are powerful tools in making the ambiguous unequivocal and for simplifying our understanding of complex images (Morgan, 1997). In terms of school administration, Sergiovanni (1991) suggested that to develop a new leadership practice, we must change our metaphors. We believe the required acknowledgment of interdependence among key stakeholders articulated in the orientation of a league might provide the necessary working relationships to accomplish systemic change in the preparation of school leaders.

Bob Costas’s recent book *Fair Ball* (2000) provides principles he believes will return fiscal stability to professional baseball and with it the public’s interest. One could argue that the preparation of educational leaders is not even remotely comparable to a discussion on the economics of professional baseball. However, in his analysis, Costas offers a metaphor that has application to our discussion here. He removes the superficial veil of open and free-market competition between teams and discusses the underlying role and interdependence of a league. “In a league,
all members compete for the same thing and seek the ideal outcome” (p. 46). He makes the case that in a league, each franchise is not independent but interdependent.

A league is not like 30 restaurants on a busy street and each owner has no real concern about the success of the other 29. Properly understood, it is less like 30 different restaurants and much more like 30 franchises within a single restaurant chain. (p. 46)

They are competitive, they want the prestige of a five-star rating, but they are not trying to put each other out of business. Each unit (franchise) is dependent on the success of the other. Although the responsibility of each franchise is to win championships, they must also maintain an obligation to the welfare of the league as a whole.

Although the only lasting definition of success in professional baseball may be a World Series championship, in schools, the only lasting definition of success is the achievement of children. The ultimate goal of leadership preparation must be the development of competent, compassionate, instructional leaders committed to the success of every child. In almost any other field, it would be normal, even desirable, for the weaker and less capable organizations to fall by the wayside. But this is not the natural occurrence in public education, where it could reasonably be argued that the system of education is only as healthy as its weakest schools and programs. When children are not successful, it reflects poorly on the public image of the profession and is contrary to the goals and mission of education.

A similar case can be made for programs that prepare educational leaders. Although studies have called for a reduction in programs that prepare school leaders (Griffiths et al., 1998), this has not happened. In fact, fueled by federal and state initiatives, practitioner-oriented professional organizations, foundation-supported initiatives, and private enterprises (Brown, 2000), we see our field besieged with an increasing number of programs. The rhetoric in the current environment is often fractionalized, conflicting, and oriented toward a stance of competition. Frequently, leader practitioners and professional organizations maintain a critical stance toward university preparation programs, and universities have a difficult time articulating a convincing argument of their essential role in the preparation of school leaders. What is evident is that no department of educational leadership, professional organization, or private enterprise is prepared to offer an appropriate program of study independently (Clark, 1999; McCarthy & Kuh, 1997).

The metaphor of school leader preparation as a league will require that stakeholders take a different approach to educational leadership preparation. Operating under this metaphor, individual faculty members, departments of educational leadership, academic organizations, professional organizations, and field-based administrators concerned with the development of educational leaders must recognize their collective responsibility for forming an association or alliance with the goal of preparing competent, compassionate, and pedagogically oriented leaders (see Figure 1).
The question we will consider now is, How would educational leadership preparation change if these perspectives were taken seriously? If practitioners, professional associations, educational leadership faculty members, university administrators, accrediting agencies, licensure boards, and every other key stakeholder were to take these ideas seriously and were to interact interdependently, as an educational administration preparation league, what would they do differently? How would these separate but interdependent groups collectively work to prepare educational leaders?

The Leadership Department

Professors teach about the change process and the importance of information on issues of organizational context, resources, and need before undertaking major change.

There is evidence that some programs do require radical change, yet the creation of a dynamic, effective setting for the study of schools and the preparation of school administrators is not a chance happening…. The preparation of professionals requires constant adjustment to changing technology and to evolving notions of best practice. (Griffiths et al., 1988, p. 300)

We argue that administrator preparation programs must facilitate changes in everything from the planned recruitment, selection, and retention of diverse students and faculty members (Griffiths et al., 1988; Murphy, 1999b); program content and curriculum (Clark, 1999; Murphy, 1999b); and ongoing professional development offered to faculty members, to the establishment of an ethic of collaboration (Cambron-McCabe, 1999).

Department Faculty

Professors in departments of educational leadership contribute to the development of future leaders in three significant ways: as scholars, teachers, and mentors. Although the nature of our research approaches have been criticized for failure to inform the work of schools (Clark, 1999; Starratt & Foster, 1994), we are measured, promoted, and expected to become prolific scholars. Herein lies a dilemma of our profession. Previous observers have indicated that a fundamental responsibility of faculty in departments of educational leadership is the establishment and fostering of close working relationships between the university and the world of practice. It is agreed that faculty must be actively involved in working for school improvements, designing and evaluating field-
based research, and recruiting and monitoring highly qualified candidates for school leadership (Griffiths et al., 1988).

Given the nature of our profession, educational administration faculty members are often torn between their responsibilities for success in the university setting and the need to establish strong professional ties with the field of practice. We contend that a well-planned collaborative undertaking, involving discussion and planning by college and university administrators, faculty members, and field practitioners, will facilitate a clearer understanding of the dual purposes in departments of educational leadership. Such an effort may result in positive changes in promotion and tenure requirements that accommodate a faculty member’s competing responsibilities. “Ultimately, roles in departments of educational administration need to be differentiated by both scholarly focus and responsibility for the many aspects of a professional preparation program” (Griffiths et al., 1988, p. 300).

In addition to providing a critical linkage between programs and the field, faculty members must provide outstanding classroom instruction and career nurturance in the preparation of practitioners (Clark, 1999; Van Meter, 1999). In their roles as teacher and adviser, faculty members and departments of educational administration must be in a position to expose students to appropriate and relevant programs of study with a clear and predominant focus on the issues that influence student success. Scholars like Dryfoos (1994), for example, have pointed out that increasing numbers of children face substantial barriers within their social contexts. Therefore, designing programs that prepare educators to lead in our current and future context must ensure that, just as no leader lacks expertise in curriculum and instruction, no leader is unprepared to support the education of all children. Meeting this challenge will require a change in course offerings and will fuel the debate on the knowledge base and activities of educational administrators (Murphy, 1999b; Parker & Shapiro, 1992).

Related Departments

Within our preparation program planning, we should consider the contributions that other fields that focus on schooling and children can make to the preparation of educational leaders. Like Clark (1999), a number of scholars have declared that “no department of educational leadership is prepared to offer an appropriate program of study on its own . . . outstanding programs in educational leadership are rooted in much more complicated fields of study” (p. 231). In program planning, it has been suggested that faculty build ties with departments of curriculum and instruction, schools of business, and schools of social work, to name only a few. Although most departments of educational administration offer program courses designed toward traditional paradigms of managerial practice (e.g., organizational theory, policy, law, and finance), we believe that school leaders should have expertise in curriculum and instruction (Clark, 1999; Van Meter, 1999), and they should also have knowledge and course work in areas that will inform their practice and permit them to more successfully respond to the current needs of children and their families. Although “we cannot do everything in the abbreviated time available to us in graduate preparation programs, we can do much more than we are doing” (Clark, 1999, p. 232).
Department Chair

Department chairs play a strategic role in the faculty and department’s success in preparing and designing quality leadership programs. Scholars who reluctantly serve as chairpersons are unlikely to foster the type of environment necessary for the study of schools and the preparation of school administrators (Griffiths et al., 1988; Murphy, 1999a). The department chair must accommodate the needs, expertise, and dualistic role requirements of education leadership faculty (Gmelch & Miskin, 1995). What cannot be underestimated or receive only cursory attention is the department chair’s role in recruiting and selecting diverse students and faculty members, providing opportunities for the professional development of faculty members, securing resources, and establishing collaborative networks with the college dean and other units within the college. Department chairs should be able to promote the expertise in leadership and organizational theory residing within the preparation program in context with larger campus efforts. Building connecting points between the preparation program, the college, and the larger university community will heighten the value of the program with other units within the college as well as with policy makers and academic program leaders in the larger university setting. These interactions should facilitate the development of critical relationships and establish a “learning community” that is aware of the dualistic nature, efforts, and goals of departments of educational leadership. Through the establishment of these relationships, traditional orientations of university faculty (e.g., tenure and promotion) may be clearly presented, understood, and redressed. The construction of these linkages will also permit collaboration with other units around significant issues facing schools and the preparation of educational leaders.

The College Dean

Although continuous changes and unpredictability create a complex environment for these managers of academic affairs, deans play a strategic role in the establishment of standards and policies for the college. The dean provides the environment for the promotion of excellence in teaching, research, and professional service. In 1987, The NCEEA report advocated two primary responsibilities for college deans. The first was the provision of adequate funding for, and staffing of, educational administration programs, and the second was a change in the reward structure for professors to one that recognizes other activities in addition to traditional scholarship. Although we would continue to advocate for these responsibilities, we believe that another and perhaps more fundamental role is that of liaison between the academic departments, the university, neighboring institutions, and state, national, and professional organizations.

We contend that the department chair and college dean should act as liaisons between the department and the university and help build a recognition within the university of the dualistic focus of leadership preparation programs (i.e., practice and scholarship). This is particularly important in the modern research university. Elevating the awareness of the campus community in relation to faculty expertise is also important. Moreover, understanding the complexity of preparing professional educators and educational leaders, college of education deans are in a ideal
position to demonstrate the program’s role in the university’s broader mission (i.e., beyond scholarship) and educational leadership programs’ similarities with programs in other professional schools (e.g., school of architecture, school of law, school of business, school of medicine; Griffiths et al., 1988). Promotion of the program and its goals within the context of the university mission may result in increased support and regard from central administration, acquisition of scarce resources, and increased understanding of the importance of leadership preparation. Such activities may also lead to other developments. For example, when such efforts were employed at the University of Missouri, it resulted in university system cooperation to provide exceptional programs in educational leadership throughout the state.

Moreover, the dean, as liaison, should foster conversations with stakeholders external to the university in an effort to increase recognition and valuing of the dual purposes of educational leadership programs. Because of their familiarity with the program’s goals and objectives, they would also understand that the current context of school leadership preparation is often affected by increased competition from both neighboring institutions and privately financed groups, such as Sylvan, and that this competitive tension has the potential to disconnect programs and practice. In many cases, this competition is rooted in credit hour and time to completion, not in challenging traditional graduate programs or expectations of job performance. The role of the dean in these instances should be to support program quality even at the cost of program growth and loss of market share. This can be done in a number of ways, such as assisting program faculty in the recruitment of capable and diverse candidates; ensuring that programs have the resources to maintain quality; and creating and nurturing connections between the leadership preparation programs in the state, state and national organizations (e.g., professional, credentialing, research, foundations, and other colleges), and state education, licensure, and professional development agencies.

The University

As noted in a previous section, the loose coupling of universities, particularly the modern research university, makes it difficult for university administrators outside of the college of education to know much about educational leadership programs. It is important that program faculty understand this barrier and take proactive steps to ensure their program is well recognized and well supported. First, educational leadership preparation programs have an obligation to acknowledge the university’s overall mission and to determine how their program complements that mission. Faculty must understand how their program focus, mission, and vision is situated with regard to the larger university strategic plan and then articulate this information to university officials. We contend that this form of mind work must precede any form of advocacy on the part of the department for resources.

Likewise, university administrators must recognize and seek to understand the dual role of educational leadership programs. If universities wish to continue educational leadership preparation, then they have a responsibility to ensure their programs are of high quality. Although few university administrators have been known to focus their attention keenly on the needs of educational leadership programs, there have been notable exceptions. For example,
at the University of Texas–Pan American, the president and provost took a strong interest in educational leadership. As a result, the program and administration have established an ongoing line of communication and have worked to develop mutually beneficial program and university policies.

Although university administrators should, without prompting, take an active interest in educational leadership, the promotion of the department within the university context is essential. Faculty must work with practitioners (preferably a formal advisory board) and the college dean to determine what forms of support the department requires to effectively fulfill its responsibility to the field. They must also determine whether departures from traditionally university-sanctioned practices are needed (e.g., from changes in promotion and tenure to providing preparation outside of the traditional semester course format; Owens & Steinhoff, 1992). In his review of the nature of many recent reform efforts, Van Meter (1999) noted that few reform efforts in educational administration seriously challenge traditional graduate school policies and requirements adopted by most universities. However, substantive change in educational leadership preparation will require considerable changes in university norms.

McCarthy (1999b) has cautioned that changes in university norms will require more than faculty advocacy. Rather, “such changes are unlikely without additional leverage from outside the field as well as support from national groups, such as the NPBEA [National Policy Board for Educational Administration] and professional associations” (p. 205). If, as a profession, we believe that programs should include more faculty members with practical orientations and dedicate more time to collaborating with colleagues and practitioners, devising growth plans for individual students, conducting applied or action research, monitoring student progress, team teaching courses, providing meaningful internship experiences, and observing students in their schools, then as a profession we must take collective responsibility for influencing universities to support these initiatives.

Professional Associations

We have advocated, along with other observers, that only through a collaborative effort will our profession have the capacity to address issues surrounding the preparation of school leaders that promote the success of all students. We feel that one example of the formation of associations allied for common action toward this goal is reflected in the efforts and initiatives conducted by the NPBEA. This reform agent has actively sought, through collaborative efforts, to strengthen the preparation of school administrators and the robustness of departments of educational leadership (Murphy, 1999b).

In 1987, members of the NCEEA felt that the major practitioner and professor-oriented organizations for school administrators had not tapped into their potential to improve the profession (Griffiths et al., 1988). A key implementing recommendation of the commission was the establishment of the National Policy Board for Educational Administration (Thomson, 1999). As McCarthy (1999a) pointed out, “The creation of this Board was a milestone event because it brought together the major professional associations interested in improving school
leadership after they had drifted apart for more than two decades” (p. 122). Following its inception, the NPBEA sponsored a series of national forums, projects, and publications focused on the establishment of compatible standards and assessments for school administrators and has attempted to influence leadership preparation programs (McCarthy, 1999a; Thomson, 1999). NPBEA initiatives include the development of standards for leadership preparation program review in collaboration with NCATE, the development of six national licensure standards for administrators (ISLLC) in collaboration with the Council of Chief State School Officers, and the publication and national distribution of commissioned monographs focusing on the quality of the profession. These efforts have stimulated thought and dialogue among all of its key stakeholders.

Although in recent years the NPBEA has been less active and its efforts have been debated with regard to their ability to transform leadership preparation programs, the NPBEA’s work provides an exceptional example of collaboration. The NPBEA, which is made up of several different stakeholder groups in educational leadership preparation, provides an opportunity for those stakeholders to discuss and collaborate on critical issues in the field. Such alliances, developed around a common goal, are needed to move our profession in a direction that addresses issues of practice, knowledge, and quality. The present context provides a significant opportunity for NPBEA and its individual member organizations to collaboratively establish and commit to a reform agenda for the benefit of the profession and our nation’s children.

Field Practitioners

As the roles and responsibilities of school leaders become more extensive and it becomes evident that schools alone cannot address the societal challenges affecting children, many administrators find themselves building partnerships or collaboratives with multiple groups, including child care, social, health, and community agencies (Cibulka & Kritek, 1996). These types of collaborative initiatives should also involve leadership preparation programs. Often, when universities speak of forming partnerships and involving students in problems of practice, they are referring to traditional ideas of clinical experiences in elementary schools, secondary schools, or district offices. Yet, the complex responsibilities faced by school leaders continue to pose challenges not only to practitioners but also to the programs that prepare them.

Although there seems to be universal agreement regarding the importance of connecting preparation programs to practice (Cambron-McCabe, 1999), few institutions actually implement programs that are mutually and collaboratively developed and that demonstrate organizational commitment from all parties (Fusarelli & Smith, 1999). Reporting on several studies that examined practice-based programs, Hart and Pounder (1999) made a case for the importance of a strong and vibrant collaborative relationship with field practitioners as an essential element in any preservice administrator’s learning experiences. Other scholars have concluded that field-university partnerships offer aspiring administrators as well as cooperating programs considerable benefits (Leithwood & Steinbach, 1995; Milstein, Bobroff, & Restine, 1991). Educational leadership programs at several well-respected
universities have answered calls for an expansion of the involvement of field practitioners (*UCEA Review*, 2000, 2001). For example, Fordham University’s Visionary, Instructional, & Administration Program has included district and school leaders from the outset in the design of the program content and clinical experiences. Participating districts also provide financial support and mentoring of students in the program. At the University of Missouri–Columbia, the Educational Leadership Program has incorporated cohort formats and forged strong linkages with school districts, institutions of higher education, and other state agencies throughout the state in both the specialist and Ed.D. programs.

These examples have highlighted only positive illustrations of collaboration between practitioners and university programs. However

practitioner participation takes on many forms, on the weak end of the spectrum groups of practitioners get together from time to time.... The strong end of the continuum is characterized by collaborative partnerships.... They allow school administrators to assume more active roles in program development, working collaboratively with university faculty to design and build the infrastructure for preparation programs rather than simply evaluations completed training models.  
(Murphy, 1999a, p. 184)

If programs are to be effective, practitioners must be intimately involved in preparation. Practitioners should assist in program development, student recruitment and selection, course delivery, mentoring, internship supervision, and student evaluation.

It appears that professors of educational leadership clearly understand the importance of connections with the field (e.g., recent hiring practices of faculty with administrative experience, increased attention given to problems of practice within university curriculum). Unfortunately, and as noted in a previous section, although educational leadership faculty members are taking steps to become more connected with the field, little evidence exists that universities, especially Research I institutions, are embracing the idea of faculty members engaging in outreach activities and applied research (McCarthy, 1999a). Therein lies our dilemma. The field connection is essential, but the development and maintenance of long-term collaborative partnerships require tremendous faculty resources and raise contentious reward questions (Cambron-McCabe, 1999). Thus, in addition to the roles administrative field practitioners must play in preparing competent, compassionate, child-centered administrators, their assistance will also be required in raising the awareness of the university community about the critical importance of linkages between the university preparation programs and field.
State and National Contexts

Educational leadership has become a prominent issue at both the state and national level. Although programs for school leaders remain the primary responsibility of universities, there have been a number of government initiatives designed to affect leadership preparation. For example, some states (e.g., Texas) have created alternatives to university preparation for school leadership. Other states (e.g., Ohio) have undertaken extensive evaluations of educational leadership programs, resulting in the elimination of some programs. Moreover, “a few, such as North Carolina, are making significant fiscal investments in improving preparation . . . [and] about half of the states [were] involved in a consortium to create interstate licensure standards” (McCarthy, 1999b, p. 208).

Similarly, foundations, like Danforth, Gates, and Wallace Funds, have supported initiatives across the country focused on improving the practice and preparation of school and school-system leaders (Cambron-McCabe, 1999; McCarthy, 1999b; Milstein, 1993). National organizations, such as NPBEA and UCEA, have also forwarded reform agendas and worked to enhance the preparation of educational leaders. Program quality is also a concern of NCATE, TEAC, and other accreditation organizations. Moreover, the development of the ISLLC standards has had significant implications for preparation programs (McCarthy, 1999a). Although some of these initiatives have been considered successful, others are believed to have fallen short of their goals. McCarthy (1999a) asserted that “it is not yet possible... to determine how widespread the impact of these initiatives has been and whether leadership preparation has actually improved” (p. 209). Indeed, there has been no comprehensive evaluation of these initiatives to date.

Aside from governmental and private foundations, professional business organizations such as the Tennessee Business Roundtable (Master Plan for Tennessee Schools, 1995) and General Electric Foundation (Kritek, 1999) have become involved in setting priorities and the preparation of educational leaders. In some cases, these interests have been fueled by legislature and state-funding initiatives (see Tennessee), whereas others have been designed to work with university faculty members and business executives to develop a greater understanding of the leadership needs of principals with the intention of redesigning the preparation program (Kritek, 1999). There have been other ventures between business and school districts in an effort to “grow your own” that have not involved university programs. For example, the Academy for Educational Leadership in Baltimore was a school district–business partnership designed to enhance leadership talent in the school system (Leak, 1997).

It is interesting to note that most new reform practices have been developed outside of the university. These programs have not involved universities in their inception or policy implementation (McCarthy, 1999a). Although change is rarely effective when reforms are created without the input of those whom the reform will ultimately affect, this exclusion is likely due to the common sentiment that university educational leadership programs are not interested in changing. Thus, “the press is clearly toward external control mechanisms [e.g., competition] as the stimulus to drive educational improvement” (Clark, 1999, p. 233).
We, however, are not convinced that educational leadership faculty are disinterested in improving their programs. Rather, we have observed a great deal of support for and effort dedicated to program improvement. Moreover, most educational leadership programs, whether they are supporters of change or not, are engaged in an ongoing process of change. According to Cambron-McCabe (1999),

> The complacency that McCarthy and Kuh (1997) identified could be the result of a product orientation. We have all experienced revision processes to meet new standards. The familiar pattern is that departments make the required adjustments and check off each mandate. At the end of the process, a new program is adopted, and faculty move on to other priorities. Over the past decade, we have made some program changes, presumably fixing the problems identified by our critics. (p. 225)

What Cambron-McCabe has described is a rather reactive process of reform. Reforms often come to programs for implementation rather than faculty proactively initiating or generating reforms for their own programs. This is unfortunate, given the professional and contextual knowledge that professors have of the field and their programs, respectively. “The reputational status of education leadership programs on university campuses tends to make them vulnerable to outside pressures for reform rather than reliance on professional norms generated from within the profession” (Glasman, Cibulka, & Ashby, 2002 [this issue], p. 260).

It is our position that key to the success of any effort to positively and substantively change the preparation of school and school-system leaders depends on the collaboration of key stakeholders. Without collaboration, serious information gaps and disconnections between reform designers and implementers will detrimentally affect the quality of the reform and its implementation. Our approach to supporting positive change must be comprehensive and indicative of the interdependent nature of our work and our actions. As noted previously, no single organization, group, or individual can create the kind of changes for leadership preparation that are needed. Substantive change requires collaboration.

**SUMMARY**

Viewing the preparation of educational leaders through the metaphor of a league elucidates the limitations of independent or loosely coupled reform efforts. Costas (2000) reminds us that the success of the league members in achieving their common goal depends on both quality of performance and quality of collaboration. In the field of educational administration, there have been few points in our history when we have sought change through collaboration. Thus, there is no precedent for the interdependent conduct that is currently needed.

Although it would be naïve to suggest, given the complexity of our current circumstances, that implementation of the linkages proposed in this model will immediately solve the problems facing school leadership preparation, it is
our belief that collaboration is essential to our eventual success. Only through partnerships with key stakeholders can we establish a clear and common agenda, and only through interdependent efforts can we achieve our common goal—the development of competent, compassionate, instructional leaders committed to high-quality education for every child. We would argue that administrative aspirants, preparation programs, universities, professional organizations, and schools would benefit equally from the type of alliance we have discussed here.

CONCLUSION

Educational leadership preparation must meet the needs of our current and future schools. We can tolerate nothing less than quality programs that prepare leaders to support the education of all children. Ultimately, this is our common goal: high-quality education for all children. This is something that teachers, principals, central office personnel, educational administration professors, researchers, regional service center personnel, Department of Education personnel, and other stakeholders have in common: We are all working, ultimately, for the benefit of the children in our schools, school districts, regions, and states.

What we have suggested in this manuscript is that if we are to realize the goal of ensuring educational excellence and equity for all children, we must first recognize that our work is fundamentally interdependent. None of our organizational or individual activities operate within a vacuum. Rather, we are constantly affecting each other and the preparation of school leaders. Second, we must rethink what we do to ensure that it contributes to, rather than detracts from, quality preparation. This will require that we come together, seek a mutual and complex understanding of our context and the stakeholders that work within it, build common ground and shared goals, and work collaboratively toward their realization. Each of these steps is essential.

- We must recognize our interdependency.
- We must come together.
- We must seek understanding.
- We must build common ground.
- We must work collaboratively.

Like many issues confronting our nation today, the challenges facing educational leadership are complex and interconnected. It is important that we approach them in this way. Otherwise, we will fall victim to misunderstanding, certain disillusionment, and the folly of shifting blame.

Our conversations and work related to reforming leadership preparation may focus too frequently on identifying structures, content, or methods of delivery for preparing educational leaders when what we need is a commitment as a field to an ongoing collaborative effort. We have before us an opportunity to critically examine and discuss the complex factors and interconnections that support and detract from quality leadership preparation and to design...
recommendations for supporting positive substantive change in leadership preparation. Given our current climate, these efforts are truly important. Furthermore, it is our collective responsibility. No other collective of professionals knows more about school leadership training than we do, and no other group, in our perception, cares as much about the development and delivery of quality school leadership preparation for the benefit of all children. At this juncture, then, we need to move beyond individual and group interests to consider issues in which we are mutually invested, and we must create and implement an organized and collective agenda for the improvement of educational leadership preparation.

NOTES

1. Throughout this article, we use the term educational leadership to refer to school administration, school leadership, and educational administration.

2. On the other hand, Clark (1999) pointed out that “the damage suffered within programs that accept and graduate below-standard master’s and doctoral students in educational administration extends beyond the university into the school systems, which are plagued by these mediocre performers for years” (p. 229).

3. A related challenge is identifying what a quality applicant is. In a handful of programs, faculty members, and in some cases leaders in the field, have worked to identify the types of individuals that they want to be school and school-system leaders. This is not an easy task in that not all groups will agree on characteristics and qualities. According to Cambron-McCabe (1999), the success of such endeavors depends on first identifying our core educational purposes. She notes that identifying those purposes “is central to transforming what we do” (p. 219).

4. This address by Murphy was later published as a monograph by the University Council for Educational Administration, and similar ideas appear in his book The Landscape of Leadership Preparation: Reframing the Education of School Administrators (1992).

5. Recommendations for significant changes in such areas as clinical experiences/internships (Forsyth, 1992; Griffiths et al., 1988; Murphy, 1993; Owens & Steinhoff, 1992; Pitner, 1988), administrative skills (Murphy, 1999b), differential instructional methods (McCarthy et al., 1988), and changing the entire structure of preparation programs (Forsyth, 1992, 1999; McCarthy, 1999a; Short, 1997) have become commonplace in the literature of our profession.
Figure 1: The League of Key Stakeholders Contributing to the Quality Preparation of Educational Leaders
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